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INTRO

• Blockchain lab found in 2015

• Hyperledger project members since 2016

• 9 blockchain projects done(from consulting and mentorship to pilot products)

• Only Russian company listed in Forbes Blockchain 50’2020



BLOCKCHAIN: EXPECTATIONS AND REALITY

It’s promised to disrupt intermediaries, reduce reconciliation costs and increase 

quality of asset services

According to IBM, in 2024 total volume of 

investments in blockchain based solution will be 

over $60 billion, added in 230% each year.

There is a lot of businesses trailing blockchain, but 

success rate of projects is still low

* Blockchain Market Shares, Market Strategies, and Market Forecasts, 2018 to 2024

WinterGreen Research for IBM, 2018

** Market Guide for Blockchain Consulting and Proof-of-Concept Development Services. Gartner, 2018

Only 4% from 398 
Were successfully finished

Nevertheless, everyone is trying to effectively cope with 

technological requirements and find the benefits of use.
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https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/PPRR983X
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BONDS ON BLOCKCHAIN – BENEFITS?

ISSUER / AGENT

NSD

INVESTOR

• Transition from workflow coding to coding of relationships between participants

• Guaranteed atomicity of transactions without involving a third party – using technology

• Elimination of information desynchronization risks – a single data source and the ability to integrate with document exchange

• Acceleration of business processes in those places where paper workflow is present

SMART CONTRACT
“DVP CALCULATIONS IN RUBLES”

• Cash account transactions
• Automation of reconciliation and confirmation of orders
• Execution of operations “Delivery Versus Payment”

SMART CONTRACT
“BONDS ISSUE”

• Opening and maintaining accounts
• Transactions
• Execution of operations “Delivery Versus Payment”
• Reports
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THREE PARTY REPO – BENEFITS? 

SMART CONTRACT

“REPO TRANSACTION”

• REPO transaction life cycle

• Calculation of liabilities for the 1st and 2nd 

part of repos

• Calculation of margin requirements and 

accrual%

SIDE 1

2. Making a deal 

via smart-contract

SIDE 2

1. Platform service1. Platform service

3. Execution of a smart contract under the regulations

4. Submission of data (oracle)

5. Fulfillment of liabilities (transfer of assets)

2. Making a deal 

via smart-contract

NSD

• Checking the Disintermediation Hypothesis

• Integration with centralized NSD systems

• Preparation of a legal framework for working with tokenized liabilities
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DISTRIBUTED DEPOSITORY – BENEFITS?

• Lower operating costs through a single distributed registry of accounts

• Standard interfaces

• Opportunity to regulate the market online by imposing rules directly on the acceptance of operations by a distributed registry
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COMMODITY MARKET – BENEFITS?

• Integration of supply chain management and trading / settlement functionality

• Full transparency and tracebility

• Unified document exchange

• Ability to create international trading platforms
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STANDARTS/WORKING GROUP EXPERIENCE

ISSA WORKING GROUP

• "Crypto Assets «Issuance, settlement, servicing, safekeeping and operational infrastructure» (TBD Sep, 2019)

• "Infrastructure for Crypto-Assets: A Review by Infrastructure Providers" (10/2018) > PDF 787 kB

• "Distributed Ledger Technology - Principles for Industry-Wide Acceptance", v1.0 (06/2018) > PDF 1.2 MB

• "General Meeting Proxy Voting on Distributed Ledger"; Product Requirements v2.1 (11/2017) > PDF 685 kB

• Cross-Reference Table aligning the Proxy Voting DLT solution with ISO 20 (11/2017) > PDF 395 kB

ISO COMMITTEE

• STANDARDS BY ISO/TC 307 “Blockchain and distributed ledger technologies”

SWIFT

• ISO20022 DLT Edition (SWIFT)

TECHNOLGY HARMONIZATION

• Hyperledger Working Groups (TSC, Architecture, Performance & Scalability, etc)

https://www.issanet.org/e/pdf/2018-10_ISSA_report_Infrastructure_for_Crypto-Assets.pdf
https://www.issanet.org/e/pdf/2018-06_ISSA_DLT_report_version_1.0.pdf
https://www.issanet.org/e/pdf/2017-11_General_Meeting_Proxy_Voting_on_Distributed_Ledger_v2-1.pdf
https://www.issanet.org/e/pdf/MDR_Part3_ProxyVoting_Maintenance_2014_2015_DLT_aligned.xlsx
https://www.iso.org/committee/6266604.html
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OPERATOR OF BLOCKCHAIN REGISTRY – WHY WE NEED IT?

KEY FUNCTIONS REQIREMENTS

ensuring the reliability and security of the platform 

for the possibility of deploying financial services on it

neutrality with respect to the services 

and operations of participants

setting of unified rules of make a legal basis

scalability

stimulating the technological development of the 

platform and building up its functionality

sustainability, self-sufficiency, long-term 

development strategy

high level of business continuity, 

cybersecurity, corporate governance

financial responsibility



HOW TO CHOOSE BLOCKCHAIN IN RIGHT WAY?

Requirements

• New service

• Multiple participants

• Shared data objects

• Joint actions with these objects

Participants face cloud automation restrictions (commercial 

secrets and/or legal restrictions)?

Local automation already exists (participants already 

have systems in which they can add new data objects)?

Improvement of local multi-product systems with 

integration via messaging systems to be used

Yes

No

Cloud to be used Blockchain to be used

Is Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of local 

system improvements and integration on a 

participant’s side higher for the participant 

than subscription for outsourcing?

Yes

No

No

Yes Can restrictions be removed by a DLT 

solution?

No

Yes

• Perfect for the organizer: maximum value, 

minimum implementation and change costs

• requires compromises in terms of security, 

privacy, and operational risks

• It is close to a cloud-based solution in 

terms of costs

• more flexible in terms of data 

handling and downstream integration

• lower operational risks (no 

dependence on a cloud provider)

• Perfect solution if changes are minimal

• it can be very expensive due to constant 

deterioration of multi-product systems and 

high integration costs in the long run
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CONTACTS

Alexander YAKOVLEV

Phone: +7 495 234-48-27

E-mail: yakovlev.av@nsd.ru
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mailto:yakovlev.av@nsd.ru


THANK YOU!



DISCLAIMER

 This presentation has been prepared and issued by NSD (the “Company”). Unless otherwise stated, the Company is the source for all data contained in this document. Such data is 

provided as at the date of this document and is subject to change without notice

 This document does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation for the sale or subscription of, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or 

subscribe for, any securities, nor shall it or any part of it or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any offer, contract, commitment or 

investment decision relating thereto, nor does it constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company

 The information in this document has not been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the 

fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained herein. None of the Company, or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates or any of such person's directors, 

officers or employees, advisers or other representatives, accepts any liability whatsoever (whether in negligence or otherwise) arising, directly or indirectly, from the use of this 

document or otherwise arising in connection therewith

 This presentation includes forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact included in this presentation, including, without limitation, those 

regarding our financial position, business strategy, management plans and objectives for future operations are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements involve 

known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause our actual results, performance, achievements or industry results to be materially different from those 

expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding our present and future business 

strategies and the environment in which we expect to operate in the future. Important factors that could cause our actual results, performance, achievements or industry results to 

differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, among other factors: 

 Perception of market services offered by the Company and its subsidiaries

 Volatility (a) of the Russian economy and the securities market and (b) sectors with a high level of competition that the Company and its subsidiaries operate

 Changes in (a) domestic and international legislation and tax regulation and (b) state policies related to financial markets and securities markets

 Competition increase from new players on the Russian market

 The ability to keep pace with rapid changes in science and technology environment, including the ability to use advanced features that are popular with the Company's and its 

subsidiaries' customers

 The ability to maintain continuity of the process of introduction of new competitive products and services, while keeping the competitiveness

 The ability to attract new customers on the domestic market and in foreign jurisdictions

 The ability to increase the offer of products in foreign jurisdictions

 Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this presentation and we expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to release any update of, or revisions to, any 

forward-looking statements in this presentation as a result of any change in our expectations or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which these forward-looking 

statements are based
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